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    Abstract — With the characteristics of nonlinearity and randomness, stock prices change with a strong feature of disorder, and 
its mathematical model is often complex which makes it difficult to accurately determine the price or contain chaos. One single 
forecast method can only describe the stock price information partially, but fails to reflect the overall picture. In this paper, a 
method of Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural network and Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization is proposed to forecast the stock 
price. The Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is used to forecast the stock price and capture its linear changing trend. 
RBF neural network is used to forecast the nonlinear and random change rules. The results of the two are combined to get the 
stock price forecast. The simulation results show that compared with the single forecasting model, a combined forecasting model 
offers a more comprehensive description of the stock price change rules, improves the precision of stock price forecasting, well 
reflects the stock market trend, and has the ability to provide more constructive investment advice to investors. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the stock market, stock investment has become an 
important way of financial management [1].To decision-
makers, more accurate forecast is more favorable for 
acquiring profit and avoiding risk in the future. However, 
the stock price is under the mutual action and influence of 
various economic, political and social factors, and there are 
always many stocks in trading, so price changes are often 
comprehensive responses to political, economic and social 
factors [2].Therefore, the stock index forecast sees 
characteristics including great range of change, a large 
amount of change factors as well as unstable and highly 
disordered changes; the forecast mathematical model is 
often complex, difficult to accurately determine the price or 
contains chaos, thus increasing the difficulty of forecasting 
[3].How to judge and grasp the level of stock price 
movements and changing trends in the stock market is the 
most concerned issue for stock traders. 

Stock data are generally collected in chronological 
order, which can be regarded as a kind of time series data 
featured strongly in nonlinearity and time-varying. Since 
the emergence of stock, stock forecasting has been widely 
concerned and actively studied, and many scholars at home 
and abroad have put forward many forecasting methods. 
One is the traditional statistical method, and the other is 
artificial intelligence. All traditional stock forecast methods 
are based on the linear model. Due to the non-linear 
relationship between the stock price and the political, 
economic and social factors, the traditional methods cannot 
fully consider the influences of various factors on the stock 
price, and cannot well fit and analyze highly nonlinear 

stock market of many factors, so their accuracy is not ideal. 
To compensate for this, in recent years, many Chinese and 
foreign scholars have used artificial intelligence method of 
many neural networks to do a lot of research on forecasting 
the stock price, and have successfully made the application, 
but they have not considered the selection of input variables 
in the neural network. When the input variables are 
excessive, the network structure becomes complex, which 
increases the training burden of the neural network and 
makes the learning velocity decline sharply; at the same 
time, the subjective choice is likely to contain input 
variables scarcely related with the output, increasing the 
possibility of falling into the local minimum, which not 
only cannot improve the forecast accuracy, but also reduces 
the performance of neural network forecast. The stock 
market is a multidimensional dynamic nonlinear system 
under influences of many factors, including historical data, 
technical indicators, macroeconomic factors and other 
variables. Only a suitable set of input can effectively 
explain the relationship of change in the stock market, and 
make it possible to accurately forecast stock price trend 
under various changing conditions. 

Common stock forecasting methods include linear 
regression [4], time series analysis [5], grey prediction 
algorithm, neural network, support vector machine and so 
on. Among them, neural network is the most widely used in 
the stock market. The neural network assumes that the stock 
price is a kind of determined and linear changing system, 
but in fact, it is nonlinear and time-varying time series data. 
A single forecast model can only reflect segment 
information of stock price, having difficulty in fully mining 
changing rules hidden in the change the stock price data. 
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There is a certain gap between its forecast results and the 
requirements of shareholders and investors. A combined 
model can make comprehensive use of various models 
provided information to a great extent, improve the forecast 
accuracy as much as possible. All kinds of combined 
forecasting methods have been important ways to improve 
the forecast accuracy in especially the economic, 
management and statistical research fields [6]. In order to 
further improve the forecast accuracy of stock price and 
provide valuable reference information for shareholders and 
investors, the paper puts forward a combined stock price 
forecast model of RBF neural network on chaos based 
hybrid particle swarm optimization algorithm, and tests its 
effectiveness by forecasting the closing prices of a stock. 

II. RBF NETWORK 

       Parallel Function of RBF network is the Gauss 
function, the values in the input space within a limited 
range is nonzero, so the RBF network is the neural network 
of local approximation. The RBF network can greatly speed 
up the learning and avoid the local minimum problem, 
which is suitable for real-time control. The neural network 
control scheme based on RBF neural network can 
effectively improve the accuracy, robustness and 
adaptability of the system. 

   In the RBF network structure, there are three layers: 
input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Each node in the 
hidden layer has its own center and is connected with the 
input layer, as shown in the figure. The hidden layer node 
function is nonlinear mapping for the input vector, and then 
provide input to a linear mapping of the output layer and 
hidden layer in each node to calculate the distance of each 
input vector and the center, and its effect on the output 
activation function of hidden nodes, the output of the 
intermediate node is connected to each output node the 
transfer function, the output node is a linear function. 
Therefore, the output of the output node is a linear 
combination of the output of the hidden layer nodes. In this 
way, the input vector passes through a nonlinear mapping to 
the hidden layer, and then passes through a linear map to 
the output. RBF network can achieve nonlinear mapping. 
The implicit layer excitation functions are the same, the 
only difference is that they are different in the center. The 
following is a commonly used one-dimensional radial basis 
function, 
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Determining this function requires two arguments: 
Center and variance. 

 
Figure 1.RBF neural network structure 

 

       Relationship between network input and output is as 
follows[7] 
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Where  kmkkk xxxX ,...., 21 ( Nk ,...2,1 )is network input 

n training samples,  kmkkk yyyY ,..., 21 ( Nk ,...2,1 )is 

network output ,  ,,..2,1,,...2,1,, JjIijiW  is the 

connection coefficient of network output connection 

weight,{
iC } Ii ,...2,1  is the node number of hidden 

layer nodes I ,
i is the variance. 

      The performance index function of RBF network 
approximation is 
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A.Preprocessing of RBF neural network training data 

    The quality of the training samples is very important to 
the performance of the neural network. RBF neural network 
is a kind of local network, only in the hidden layer nodes 
within a certain range of points will make the network to 
produce a certain output. The characteristic of RBF neural 
network makes the convergence speed of network learning 
increase and the response sensitivity of some data decreases. 
A complex multi input multi output nonlinear system with a 
wide variety of parameters. The RBF is a local function, 
only in the vicinity of the center has a larger output, the 
number of training samples are different from the level of 
deterioration of network performance. If a large number of 
parameters, such as the load directly into the network, will 
make the radial basis function output is very small, so that 
the process of training network changes in the network is 
very small, making it difficult for the network to learn the 
correct information. Some of the parameters of the system 
is very small, the network is difficult to separate the 
differences between different data. Therefore, it is 
necessary to initialize the data samples, and map all the 
sample data to a limited space within a certain rule. 
     The method of normalization is usually used to 
preprocess the data. The normalized data processing 
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method is to map a set of data to another data space. 
Preprocess data loss included a portion of the data 
information, and data may also need to restore the original 
data, so the data processing method to be as easy as 
possible, it also can improve the efficiency when processing 
massive amounts of data. Pretreatment method for 
geometric data mapping method used in the paper, which is 
a common method in space mapping in. According to the 
mathematical characteristics of radial basis function, the 
distance between d and the center of radial basis function is 
less than a certain value. For a set of 
data )),1((,,...2,1 niRXXXX in  to map it into a linear 

space  mm  , ,the maximum value
maxX and minimum 

value minX and Intermediate value
midX  in this set of data 

can be select. The transformed data is 
iX , 

)(5.0 minmax XXX mid          (4) 

)/()( max midmidii XXXXmX       (5) 

After normalization, any interval data can be mapped 
to a fixed space, as shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. The radial basis function graph 

 
B.Selection of Hidden Layer Node Center 

    Radial basis function neural network (ANN) is a 
clustering algorithm, so the performance of the network 
depends on the clustering center of the network. The 
commonly used methods of selecting cluster centers, i.e., 
the nodes of the hidden layer, are K means clustering 
method and orthogonal least square method. The orthogonal 
least square method is a subset of the selected sample points, 
which are selected by the orthogonal transformation as the 
network center, until it meets certain requirements. K 
means clustering algorithm is a nearest clustering algorithm, 
the center of the existence of a certain range of points are 
clustered in the center, and the center of the center to 
correct the mean. The clustering algorithm in the initial 
stage of the network training is easy to make the center 
point of the large drift, so that the network parameters 
change too large. K mean clustering algorithm is a kind of 

commonly used clustering algorithm. The basic idea is to 
divide the same. 

The average of the points in the class range is worth to 
the new cluster center. From the point of view of the K 
mean clustering algorithm, the distribution of the clustering 
center can be in accordance with the distribution of the 
actual sample points according to the principle of averaging. 
However, according to the basic algorithm of the network 
in this paper, the center point is taken from the training 
sample and the new sample is corrected. The cluster at the 
center point near the fewer samples, samples of the center 
point of the new influence is very big, because in 
accordance with the principle of mean value, after 
clustering center is equal to the average clustering range 
values of points, so the clustering range points less 
influence on the mean of each point is greater when the 
center point; the clustering of many, the new samples of 
impact center will become very small, weaken the power of 
the network clustering correction after that. At the same 
time, in each cluster in all points in accordance with the 
principle of mean clustering center is modified, making 
clustering farther away from the center of the cluster center 
is larger, sometimes the center point greatly drift. In 
addition, the improved algorithm is called weighted 
clustering method. The idea is that the clustering algorithm 
and then used to modify the new weighted cluster centers, 
so that each cluster point has equal opportunity to center 
were corrected by adjusting the weight and make the 
distance clustering center farther point correction of the 
cluster center is small, which will not significantly shift 
clustering in the heart. The specific algorithm of the 
weighted clustering method is: set the cluster center is C, 
the new sample point is X, if we want to achieve clustering, 
we must meet the spatial distance from X to C is less than 
the specified value of D. 

Weighting d/  ,the new center is 

XcC )1(.   ,The new sample points farther away from 

the center of X C, the weight is bigger, then the effect of X on the 
center point of the smaller, ensuring that the new sample points 
can be modified on the center point, and can not make a central 
point of large amplitude drift. 

III. HYBRID PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

BASED ON CHAOS OPTIMIZATION 

A.Basic Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 

     Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a kind of 
optimized search algorithm based on swarm intelligence. It 
is a bionic evolutionary algorithm proposed in 1995 by 
Kennedy and Eberhart through the research on the flight 
behavior of birds [1-3]. The particle swarm optimization 
algorithm is simple and has a profound intelligent 
background. The recent studies indicate that PSO has 
advantages, including fast convergence velocity, high 
quality solution, good robustness, in aspects like function 
optimization, dynamic object optimization and more in the 
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multidimensional space, so it is widely used in function 
optimization, neural network training, pattern classification, 
fuzzy system control and so on[4-6].   
     The PSO algorithm treats each individual in the 
population as a particle without mass and volume in the 
multidimensional search space. These particles have dual 
properties of position and velocity in the search space, and 
the particle dynamically adjusts its own velocity according 
to its own flight experience and its fellow’s flying 
experience, i.e., every particle continues to adjust its 
forward direction and velocity by its own optimal value and 
group optimal value, so as to continue to fly to a better area 
according to its fitness, and finally find the optimal solution 
of the problem. 
     Given a general optimization problem: min ( )f x , 

1 2( , ,..., )nx x x x . In PSO algorithm, the location of the 

particle represents the solution to the problem. Given: In the 
n-dimensional search space of the target, N particles 
compose the particle swarm. At the kth iteration, the 
position of the ith particle is expressed as 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),... ( ))i i i inX k x k x k x k , and its flying velocity is 

expressed as 1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),... ( ))i i i inV k v k v k v k . The velocity 

iV  of a particle in each dimension is limited by a maximum 

velocity maxV which determines the resolution of the region 
between the current position and the optimal position. 
When the PSO algorithm is executed, the positions and 
velocity of N particles are randomly initialized, and then the 
iterative optimization process is carried out. In each 
iteration, Particle i updates its position and velocity by 
tracking two extremums – one is the optimal solution so far 
found by the whole particle group, called the global 
extremum and expressed as 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),... ( ))g g g gnM k m k m k m k , and the other is the 
optimal solution searched by Particle i, called individual 
extremum and expressed as 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),... ( ))i i i inM k m k m k m k . 
In the k+1th iteration, Particle i updates its velocity 

and position according to the following rules: 

1 1 2 2( 1) ( ) (0,1)( ( ) ( )) (0,1)( ( ) ( ))ij ij ij ij gj ijv k wv k cr m k x k cr m k x k      (6

) 

( 1) ( ) ( 1)ij ij ijx k x k v k                     (7) 

In the formula: w is the inertia weight; c1 and c2 are 
two learning factors; 1(0,1)r  and 2 (0,1)r  are two random 
numbers evenly distributed between (0, 1); i=1, 2, ..., N. 

 
B. Chaos Optimization Algorithm 

     If the global optimal particle position Mg does not 
change in several iterative processes, its velocity update 
mainly depends on the change of the individual extremum, 

so the velocity will become smaller and smaller, and the 
particle swarm gradually converges. Therefore, the particle 
swarm optimization algorithm converges rapidly in the 
optimization performance, but falls into the local extremum 
easily. 

Chaos optimization algorithm makes full use of the 
chaotic characteristics, that are, randomness, ergodicity and 
regularity, so that the variables are ergodic in all states 
within a certain range to get the optimal solution. The chaos 
optimization search performs well in a small space. 
Introducing chaos algorithm into the particle swarm 
optimization algorithm can not only enhance the latter’s 
fine search for global optimal solution, but also make it 
easier to jump out of the local extremum, so that the 
algorithm can improve its performance. 

For the general optimization problem, usually choose 
a commonly used chaos model, that is, one dimensional 
Logistic map in the model is as follows, 

( 1) ( )(1 ( )), 0,1,... ,0 ( ) 1t k ct k t k k n t k        (8) 

When the control variable (3.5, 4.0)c , the Formula (3) 
enters the chaotic state, showing the general characteristics 
of chaos. When 4.0c  , it is in a state of complete chaos. 
     The chaos optimization algorithm steps are as follows. 
Step1 Assign Formula (3) n initial values of small 
differences respectively to get n chaotic variables of 

different trajectories, ( )jt k , 1k  , * *( )f f x , *x  is the 

current optimal solution, and *f is the current optimal 

fitness value. 
Step 2 Search with chaotic variables. 

*( ) ( )j j j j jx k x p t k q    , 0j jp q        (9) 

    In the formula, pj and qj are constants, by adjusting 
whose values the value range of the chaotic variable is 
transformed to the value range of the corresponding optimal 
variable. Calculate the performance indexes 

( ) ( ( ))f k f x k , 

1 2( ) ( ( ), ( ),..., ( ))nx k x k x k x k            (10) 

Step 3 If *( )f k f , * ( )x x k , and the iteration ends if 

the given number of times is reached; otherwise go to Step 
2. 
 
C. Chaos Optimization Based Hybrid Particle Swarm 
Optimization (CHPSO) 

     The particle swarm optimization algorithm features fast 
global convergence. In order to speed up the search process, 
the first implemented is particle swarm optimization 
algorithm. When there is premature convergence of particle 
swarm, the optimization falls into the local extremum. At 
this time, perform chaos optimization algorithm on some 
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better particles and the global extremum in a specified 
number of iterations, update positions of these particles and 
then continue to implement the particle swarm optimization 
algorithm. The particle swarm optimization algorithm 
alternates with the chaos algorithm. When the algorithm 
convergence condition is satisfied, the optimization process 
is completed and the optimal solution is obtained. Specific 
steps are as follows: 
Step 1 Randomly initialize the position and velocity of the 
particle swarm, making sure its velocity within the 
maximum velocity limit. 
Step 2 Set the individual extremum as the current position 
value, and the global extremum as the optimal extremum of 
the initial population. 
Step 3 Determine whether the convergence of the algorithm 
is satisfied, and turn to Step 7 if it is. 
Step 4 Implement the particle swarm optimization 
algorithm. Follow formulas (1) and (2) to update the 
particle position and velocity. If the fitness of the particle is 
better than the fitness of the individual extremum, update 
the individual extremum. If the fitness of the individual 
extremum fitness is better than that of the global extremum, 
update the global extremum. 
Step 5 Determine whether the particle swarm prematurely 
converges; implement chaos optimization algorithm if there 
is premature convergence, or continue to perform particle 
swarm optimization algorithm if not. There are two main 
signs of premature convergence: the particle swarm is 
seriously aggregated; the optimal particle does not change 
after several iterations. 
     Calculate the population fitness variance σ2, and set the 
default minimum population fitness variance to σ2

min. 

2 2= [( ) / ]if f f                             (11) 

In the formula, if  is the fitness of the ith particle, f  is the 

average fitness of all particles currently, and f  is the 

normalization factor and its value ensures ( ) / 1if f f  . 

When σ2< σ2
min, the particle swarm is seriously aggregated. 

Turn to implement Step 6 if there is premature 
convergence; otherwise go to the next step. 
    Calculate the number of iterations of continuously 

unchanged gM , the global optimal particle position. When 

it reaches the preset threshold, the particle swarm evolves 
slowly and sinks into stagnation, so execute Step 6 by this 
time, or go to Step 3 if there is no such phenomenon. 
Step 6 Perform optimization operation on some of the 
better particles and the global extremum according to chaos 
optimization algorithm. Chaos optimization on some of the 
better particles can achieve two purposes: one is that the 
optimal particle can be more easily obtained in the chaotic 
search among these particles with higher fitness; the other is 
after the chaos optimization is completed, these particles 
leave their original positions and thus increasing the 

diversity of particle swarm, which helps to get rid of the 
local minimum and enhances the global optimization 
ability. Because of the high probability of the optimal 
solution near the global extremum, the chaotic search of the 
global extremum is strengthened, and the number of times 
of chaotic iterations is made higher than the former. When 
you have finished the specified number of iterations, go to 
Step 3. 
Step 7 Output results, and the algorithm runs to the end. 

VI. SIMULATION 

 
A. Sample of simulation data 

The simulation data sources from the closing prices of 
Stock A from March 1, 2016 to March 31, 2016. 200 data 
samples were collected, of which the first 150 are used as 
the training set, and the last 50 are used as the test set in 
order to avoid accidental single sample forecast, as shown 
in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Data sample of Stock A price 

 
B. Simulation of forecast results of Hybrid Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm 

Use the Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 
to forecast the test set. In the forecast of the stock price at 
the i moment, the first i-1 data are used as learning samples 
in the modeling training, and the following data should not 
be involved in modeling training; in the forecast of the 
i+1th sample, add the ith sample into training samples. The 
forecast results of the Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization 
algorithm are shown in Figure 4. As seen from Figure 2, the 
Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is not very 
accurate to forecast the stock price, but very capable of 
grasping the trend of the stock price, i.e., it obtains some of 
the linear information of stock price. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Forecast results of Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization 
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C. Simulation of forecast results of RBF neural network 

Perform phase-space reconstruction on the original 
data, make the optimal order reconstructed data as the input 
of RBF, input the training to the RBF neural network for 
learning modeling, and forecast the residual sequence test 
set to get the forecast value of the residual sequence. A 
single RBF neural network is used to forecast the stock 
price, and the forecast results are shown in Figure 3. It can 
be seen from Figure 5 that the forecast accuracy of single 
RBF neural network model for stock price is not high, so it 
is difficult to describe the law of stock price changes 
completely and accurately. 
 

 
Figure 5. RBF neural network forecast results 

 

C.Simulation of Joint Forecast Results of RBF Neural 
Network Based on Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization 

     The Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 
forecast results and RBF neural network model forecast 
results are combined to get the final forecast results of stock 
price. The forecasted results are shown in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6. Joint forecast results of RBF neural network based on Hybrid 

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm 
 

     In order to evaluate the prediction performance of the 
model, this study uses root mean squared predict error 
(RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) and mean absolute 
percent error (MAPE) to evaluate the performance of the 
model, and they are respectively defined as 
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Wherein ty is the observed value of stock price and ty  is 

the predicted value.  
 
TABLE 1. COMPARISON OF THE PREDICTIVE PERFORMANCE OF 

SEVERAL PREDICTION MODELS 
Model RMSE MAE MAPE 

CHPSO 2.543 2.383 2.898 
RBF 1.526 1.142 1.760 

CHPSO-RBF 0.871 0.961 0.892 

 
    The comparison results of Table 1 show that the stock 
price forecast accuracy of RBF neural network based on the 
Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm is much 
higher than that of the single CHPSO algorithm and the 
RBF neural network model, and the forecast error is greatly 
reduced. The comparison results show that CHPSO-RBF 
comprehensively utilizes advantages of CHPSO and RBF 
neural network for complementary advantages and to 
overcome their defects. It more fully characterizes the law 
of stock price change, so CHPSO-RBF is an effective 
method of forecasting stock price. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Stock price changes are closely related to many factors, 
such as politics, economy, investor psychology, business 
conditions and so on, with the economic impact extremely 
significant, which causes the price difference at different 
moments to show great randomness and contingency, 
sometimes even without rules, bringing great difficulties to 
the forecast of stock price. The state of stock price changes 
in history is the result made comprehensively by its own 
characteristics and various other factors. In every moment, 
the stock price changes in a certain state, implied in the time 
sequence of the whole historical process. The stock price at 
the previous moment is the basis of its change at the next 
moment; there is a close relationship between the two to 
maintain continuity of the entire stock price change. Joint 
forecast of RBF neural network based on hybrid particle 
swarm algorithm meets the inherent law of stock price 
change, proved to be effective and feasible and have certain 
reference value to forecasting the stock price in the short-
term especially. 
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